We study abstract interpretations of a fixpoint protoderivation semantics defining the maximal derivations of a transitional semantics of context-free grammars akin to pushdown automata. The result is a hierarchy of bottom-up or top-down semantics refining the classical equational and derivational language semantics and including Knuth grammar problem, classical grammar flow analysis algorithms, and parsing algorithms.
Introduction
Grammar flow problems consist in computing a function of the [proto] language generated by the grammar for each nonterminal. This includes Knuth's grammar problem [1, 2] , grammar decision problems such as emptiness and finiteness [3] , and classical compilation algorithms such as First and Follow [4] . For the later case, Ulrich Möncke and Reinhard Wilhelm introduced grammar flow analysis to solve computation problems over context-free grammars [5, 6, 7] , [8, Sect. 8.2.4] . The idea is to provide two fixpoint algorithm schemata, one for bottom-up grammar flow analysis and one for top-down grammar flow analysis which can be instantiated with different parameters to get classical iterative algorithms such as First and Follow.
More generally, we show that grammar flow algorithms are abstract interpretations [9] of a hierarchy of bottom-up or top-down grammar semantics refining the classical (proto-)language semantics.
Then, we apply this comprehensive abstract-interpretation-based approach to the systematic derivation of parsing algorithms.
Languages and Context-Free Grammars
A sentence σ ∈ A over the alphabet A of length |σ| Δ = n 0 is a possibly empty finite sequence σ 1 σ 2 . . . σ n of letters σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n ∈ A. For n = 0, the empty sentence is denoted of length | | = 0. A language Σ over the alphabet A is a set of sentences Σ ∈ ℘(A ). We represent concatenation by juxtaposition. It is extended to languages as ΣΣ Δ = {σσ | σ ∈ Σ ∧ σ ∈ Σ }. For brevity, σ denotes the language {σ} so that we can write ΣσΣ for Σ{σ}Σ . The junction of languages is Σ ; Σ Δ = {σ 1 A context-free grammar [10, 11] is a quadruple G = T , N , S, R where T is the alphabet of terminals, N such that T ∩ N = ∅ is the alphabet of nonterminals, S ∈ N is the start symbol (or axiom) and R ∈ ℘(N × V ) is the finite set of rules written A → σ where the lefthand side A ∈ N is a nonterminal and the righthand side σ ∈ V is a possibly empty sentence over the vocabulary V Δ = T ∪ N . By convention, ∈ V .
Transitional Semantics of Context-Free Grammars
Pushdown automata (PDA) and context-free grammars are equivalent [8, Sect. 8.2] . Inspired by PDA, we define the transitional semantics of grammars by labelled transition systems where states are stacks, labels encode the structure of sentences and transitions are small steps in the recursive derivation of sentences. 
Stacks. Given a grammar G = T , N , S, R , we let stacks ∈ S
relation −→, ∈ L is A −→ [A → σ], A → σ ∈ R (1) [A → σ aσ ] a −→ [A → σa σ ], A→ σaσ ∈ R (2) [A → σ Bσ ] B −→ [A → σB σ ][B → ς], A → σBσ ∈ R ∧ B → ς ∈ R (3) [A → σ ] A −→ , A → σ ∈ R .(4)
Maximal Derivations
The maximal derivation semantics of a grammar is the set of all possible maximal derivations for this grammar where a maximal derivation is a finite labelled trace of maximal length generated by the transitional semantics.
Example 2. The maximal derivation for the sentence a of the grammar {a},
Traces. Formally a trace θ ∈ Θ n of length |θ| = n + 1, n 0, has the form θ =
−→ n whence it is a pair θ = θ, θ where θ ∈ [0, n] → S is a nonempty finite sequence of stacks θ i = n , i = 0, . . . , n and θ ∈ [0, n−1] → L is a finite sequence of labels θ j = j , j = 0, . . . , n−1. Traces θ ∈ Θ are nonempty, finite, of any length so Θ
Again concatenation is denoted by juxtaposition and extended to sets. We respectively identify a single state and a transition −→ with the corresponding traces containing only the single state and the transition −→ . −→ and ς n = . We also need the junction of sets of traces, as follows
The selection of the traces in T for nonterminal B is denoted T.B defined as
For the recursive incorporation of a derivation
−→ into another one, we need the operation
which we can recognize as the replacement of the first A deriving into a in the derivation for the sentence aa in Ex. 2.
A derivation of grammar G is a trace 0
. A prefix derivation of grammar G is a derivation of grammar G starting with an initial state 0 = . A suffix derivation of grammar G is derivation of grammar G ending with an final state ∀ ∈ S : ∀ ∈ L : ¬( n −→ ), so that n = by def. (1-4) of −→. A maximal derivation of grammar G is both a prefix and a suffix derivation of the grammar G.
Derivations are well-parenthesized so that the grammatical structure of sentences can be described by trees. Let us define the parenthesis abstraction α p for a stack by α p ( )
Lemma 4. For any prefix derivation θ of a grammar
G, α p (θ) ∈ D P,∅ is a pure Dyck language. A maximal derivation θ = 0 −→ 1 1 −→ . . . n−1 n−1 −→ of G is well-parenthesized in that α p (θ) = α p ( 0 )α p ( 1 ) . . . α p ( n−1 ) ∈ D P,∅ is a pure Dyck language.
Prefix Derivation Semantics
The prefix derivation semantics S ∂ → G of a grammar G = T , N , S, R is the set of all prefix derivations for the labelled transition system S, L , −→, , that is
Lemma 5. If the prefix derivation semantics S
It has been shown in the more general context of [12, Th. 11] that we have the following fixpoint characterization of the prefix derivation semantics
Transitional Maximal Derivation Semantics
The maximal derivation semantics Sd G ∈ ℘(Θ) of a grammar G = T , N , S, R is the set of maximal derivations for the labelled transition system
Lemma 7. A maximal derivation of the transition system S t G has the form
A −→ [A → σ] 1 −→ 2 . . . n−1 A −→ where n−1 = .
Bottom-Up Fixpoint Maximal Derivation Semantics
The maximal derivation semantics (5) can be expressed in fixpoint form.
Example 8.
For the grammar G = {a, b}, {A}, A, {A → aA, A → b} , we have
The first iterates of
More generally, let us define the set of traces bottom-up transformer
where
Observe that − → Fd G is upper-continuous. The derivation semantics of a grammar G can be expressed in fixpoint form as
Protoderivations
Prototraces (formally defined below) are traces in construction containing nonterminal variables which are placeholders for unknown prototraces to be substituted for the nonterminal variables. Protoderivations are prototraces generated by the grammar, initially a nonterminal variable (such as the grammar axiom), obtained by top-down replacement of a nonterminal on the lefthand side of a grammar rule by the corresponding righthand side, until no nonterminal variable is left.
Example 11. A prototrace derivation for the grammar
G = {a}, {A}, A, {A → AA, A → a} is (the prototrace derivation relation is writtenĎ 2 =⇒ G ) A −→ Ď 2 =⇒ G A −→ [A → AA] A −→ [A → A A] A −→ [A → AA ] A −→ Ď 2 =⇒ G A −→ [A → AA] A −→ [A → A A] A −→ [A → AA ][A → a] a −→ [A → AA ][A → a ] A −→ [A → AA ] A −→ Ď 2 =⇒ G A −→ [A → AA] A −→ [A → A A][A → a] a −→ [A → A A][A → a ] A −→ [A → A A] A −→ [A → AA ][A → a] a −→ [A → AA ][A → a ] A −→ [A → AA ] A −→ .
Prototraces. The set of nonterminal variables is
2 ) is a finite sequence of labels or nonterminal variables π j = κ j , j = 0, . . . , n − 1. Prototraces π ∈ Π are nonempty, finite, of any length so Π
Again prototrace pattern matching, prototrace concatenation, set of prototraces concatenation, the assimilation of a single state and a transition −→ with the corresponding prototraces, the junction ; of sets of prototraces, the selection P.B of the prototraces in P for nonterminal B and the stack incorporation in a prototrace , ↑ π or a set T of prototraces , ↑ T are defined as for traces and sets of traces.
Prototrace Derivation. The prototrace generated by a grammar rule
The prototrace derivation relationĎ 2 =⇒ G ∈ ℘(Π ×Π) for a grammar G = T , N , S, R consists in replacing one or several nonterminal variables by the prototrace generated by a grammar rule for that nonterminal.
Maximal Protoderivation Semantics
The top-down maximal protoderivation semantics
where r n , n ∈ N are the powers of relation r, r
+ (resp. r ) is the transitive closure (resp. reflexive transitive closure) of r.
Top-Down Fixpoint Maximal Protoderivation Semantics
The protoderivation semantics can be expressed in fixpoint form, as follows (where post
Theorem 12.
SĎ G = lfp⊆FĎ G where⊆ is the pointwise extension of ⊆ and the set of prototraces transformerFĎ
Abstraction of the Top-Down Protoderivation Semantics into the Bottom-Up Derivation Semantics
The trace derivations θ ∈ Sd G .A for a nonterminal A can be constructed topdown using the prototrace derivation Ď 2 =⇒ G as (
Let us define the abstraction αĎd
∩ Θ which collects the terminal traces (without nonterminal variables) among prototraces. This abstraction defines a Galois connection [13] 
⊆ . The restriction of the top-down maximal protoderivation semantics is the maximal derivation semantics.
Theorem 16.

αĎd(SĎ
G ) = λ A . Sd G .A .
The Hierarchy of Grammar Semantics
Th. 16 shows that the bottom-up derivation semantics Sd G of a grammar G is, up to an isomorphism, an abstraction of the top-down protoderivation semantics
2 =⇒ G π} by the abstraction αĎd. We now introduce a hierarchy of abstractions of the protoderivation semantics SĎ G , as given in Fig. 1 . The various semantics and abstractions in Fig. 1 (apart from SĎ G , Sd G , and αĎd) are described below. 
We letǓ
A protoderivation treeδ is represented by a well-parenthesized sentence overǓ so thatδ ∈ P P,Ǔ ⊆Ď. We
The protoderivation tree abstraction αδ ∈ Π →Ď of protoderivations is
δ is represented by a well-parenthesized sentence overÛ so thatδ ∈ P P,Û ⊆D.
[Proto]Syntax Tree Abstraction αš and αŝ.
[Proto]syntax trees are [proto]-derivation trees denuded of the rule states decorating the branches. We represent [proto]syntax trees in parenthesized form through an infix traversal. We letŤ 
The protosyntax tree abstraction αš ∈Ď →Ť of protoderivation trees is
⊆ . A syntax treeτ is represented by a well-parenthesized sentence over T so thatτ ∈ P P,T ⊆T . The protolanguage abstraction αĽ ∈Ť → V of protosyntax trees is defined as (we follow the tradition of confusing nonterminals A denoting the grammatical structure and nonterminal variables A for protosentence substitution) For syntax trees, we define the flattener αL ∈T → ℘(V ) as
Terminal Sentence Abstractionα . Terminal sentence abstraction eliminates the sentences of a protolanguage which are not terminal. Let us define the eraser α ∈ V → ℘(T ) as
Fixpoint Bottom-Up Abstract Semantics
All bottom-up semantics Sˆ G ∈Dˆ of context-free grammars G are instances of the following abstract interpreter (which generalizes the bottom-up grammar flow analysis of [8, Def. 8.2.18] ).
where Dˆ , , ⊥, is a cpo/complete lattice and the transformer
The existence of the least fixpoint is guaranteed by the following The hierarchy of semantics discussed in Sect. 12 is obtained by the instances of the bottom-up abstract semantics (13) given in Fig. 2 . Classical semantics and flow analyzes also have the same form given in Fig. 3 (where Δ = {ff, tt}). We can define the soundness of an abstract interpreter Sˆ G with respect to a concrete interpreter S G as α(S G ) = Sˆ G using a Galois connection L ,
ˆ . This global soundness condition on the abstraction is implied by the rule soundness condition
which is itself implied by the local soundness conditions on the abstract operators (for all x, y, ρ ∈ Lˆ )
where AL(X)
Fig. 2. Semantic instances of the abstract bottom-up grammar semantics (13)
Theorem 22. The above local soundness conditions imply the soundness and completeness of the abstract interpreter α(Sˆ G ) = Sˆ G .
For example, the terminal language semantics S G defines the classical equational definition of the language generated by a grammar [15, 16] .
Theorem 23 (Ginsburg, Rice, Schützenberger). S G
= lfp⊆ − → F G .
Example 24. For the grammar G = {(, )}, {A}, A, {A → (A)A, A → } , the fixpoint equation ρ = − → F G (ρ) or equivalently ρ(A) = − → F G (ρ)(A) is ρ(A) = (ρ(A))ρ(A)∪ , which defining X = ρ(A), is X = {(}X {)}X ∪{ } which generates the Dyck language over parentheses {(, )} that is, by iteration, { } ∪ {()} ∪ {(()), ()()} ∪ . . ..
Extension of the Bottom-Up Structural Abstract Semantics to Grammar Rule States
WhenDˆ is of the form N → L, the abstract semantics Sˆ G ∈ N → L can be extended to grammar rule states
, the first abstraction ⊕ 1 of language concatenation is defined in Lem.
29, and⊕
1 is its pointwise extension.
Fig. 3. Flow analysis instances of the abstract bottom-up grammar semantics (13)
− →
with the following fixpoint characterization
The relationship between the abstract semantics Sˆ G and its extension − → Sˆ G to grammar rule states is given by (16) and the following
Theorem 26. If G = T , N , S, R is a grammar then
Sˆ G = A→σ∈R Aˆ ( − → Sˆ G [A → σ]) .
Fixpoint Top-Down Abstract Semantics
The top-down semantics in the hierarchy of Sect. 12 can all be viewed as instances of an abstract interpreter generalizing the top-down flow analysis of [8, Def. 8.2.19] . For brevity, we consider only the protolanguage semantics SĽ G ∈ N → ℘(V ) of a context-free grammar G = T , N , S, R , which is the protolanguage generated by the grammar G for each nonterminal. It is defined as
Let us define the protolanguage derivation =⇒ G for a grammar
This is [8, Def. 8.2.2] for n = 1, the difference being that we allow several simultaneous substitutions. The protolanguage semantics can be defined in fixpoint form as Theorem 27
As a corollary of this proof and (12), it follows that (20) so that we also have the classical definition of the protolanguage generated by a grammar [8, Def. 8 
.2.3]
Applying the terminal language abstraction, we get the classical definition of the terminal language generated by a grammar [8, Def. 8 
The protolanguage semantics SĽ G ∈ N → ℘(V ) can be extended to grammar 
First
The first abstraction α 1 ∈ T → ℘(T ∪ { }) of a terminal sentence is the first terminal of this sentence or for empty sentences. α
in order to collect the first terminals of the sentences of these languages α
σ∈Σ α 1 (σ) and finally extended pointwisė
The first abstraction of language concatenation is
Lemma 29. For all Σ, Σ ∈ ℘(T ) and F, F ∈ ℘(T ),
The first concatenation is monotone (hence upper-continuous since T is finite)
The first semantics
The classical definition of the First derivation of a grammar [8, Def. 8 
.2.33] is
Theorem 31
For parsing, the input sentence is often assumed to be followed by the final mark , so it is useful to extend
The first algorithm [8, Fig. 8.11 ] is indeed a fixpoint computation (14) instantiated as given in Sect. 13 7 .
-Productivity
The classical definition of -Prod [8, Sect. 8.2.3] provides information on which nonterminals can be empty. The corresponding abstraction is α
. This is the classical definition of -productivity for a grammar [8, Sect. 8 (14) instantiated as given in Sect. 13.
Nonterminal Productivity
The classical definition of nonterminal productivity [8, Sect. 8.2 .4] provides information on which nonterminals of the grammar can produce a non-empty terminal language. The nonterminal productivity semantics of a context-free grammar is indeed an abstraction of its first semantics 
Top-Down Grammar Analysis
Follow
The classical definition of Follow [8, Sect. 8.2.8] provides information on the possible right context of nonterminals during syntax analysis. The follow ab-
where we use the classical convention that sentences derived from the grammar axiom S are assumed to be followed by the extra symbol ∈ V ( is # in [8, Sect. 8 
.2.8]). This is extended to
By abstraction of the fixpoint characterization Th. 27 of SĽ G , we get the classical Follow algorithm as an iterative fixpoint computation [8, Fig. 8.13 ] 
Nonterminal Accessibility
The classical definition of accessible nonterminals [8, Def. 8.2.4] provides information on which nonterminals of the grammar are used in the definition of the language generated for the grammar axiom. The accessibility abstraction is α
The accessibility semantics S a G has the following fixpoint characterization
The accessibility semantics is an abstraction of the follow semantics since, if all nonterminals are productive (as defined in Sect. 16.3), a nonterminal is accessible if and only if it has a non-empty follow set.
Theorem 37. (All nonterminals are productive) =⇒
S a G = α ¯( S f G ) .
Grammar Problem
Knuth's grammar problem [1] , a generalization of the single-source shortest-path problem, is to compute the minimum-cost derivation of a terminal string from each non-terminal of a given superior grammar that is a context-free grammar, with rules of the form A → g(A 1 , . . . , A n ), n 0 (where 'g', '(', ',', and ')' are terminals), equipped with a cost function val such that the cost of a derivation is
, a condition weakened in [2] where Knuth's algorithm is also given an incremental version.
Knuth's grammar problem [1] can be generalized to any bottom-up abstract grammar semantics Sˆ G by considering α(Sˆ G ) where Dˆ , − −− → ← −− − α γ R + , is a Galois connection and R + , , ∞, 0, min, max is a complete lattice.
Knuth considers the particular case when Sˆ G = S G and Dˆ ,
m}. Since α is antitone, the corresponding abstract semantics is taken in terms of greatest fixpoints for
[2]. Knuth's monotony hypothesis [1, 2] ensures the existence of the greatest fixpoint. The rule soundness condition (15) then amounts to Knuth's hypothesis that for every nonterminal A, every string in S G A is a composition of superior functions
Knuth superiority condition [1] and its variant [2] ensure that the greatest fixpoint can be computed by an elimination algorithm (generalizing Dijkstra's algorithm to solve shortest path problems [17] ). However in general one must resort to an infinite fixpoint iteration as shown with the choice of S = ℘(T ), val(x) = 1 |x| so that val(g)() = Our generalization also copes with implicit abstractions of a grammar considered by [1, 2] where a grammar is "recoded" into a superior grammar, which can indeed be defined by an appropriate α.
Bottom-Up Parsing
Given a grammar G = T , N , S, R and an input σ = σ 1 σ 2 . . . σ n ∈ T , n ≥ 0, parsing consists in proving either σ ∈ S G (S) or σ ∈ S G (S), that is, by Th. 28, providing an algorithmic answer to the question S =⇒ G σ?
Bottom-up parsing is an abstraction of a bottom-up grammar semantics by restriction to a given input sentence. This is illustrated with the Cocke-YoungerKasami or CYK algorithm [4, Sect. 4.2.1] attributed by [18] to John Cocke, [19, 20] ). It is traditionally restricted to grammars G = T , N , S, R in Chomsky normal form with rules of the form A → BC and A → a where A, B, C ∈ N and a ∈ T . We now design CYK by calculus for arbitrary grammars.
CYK is an abstract interpretation of the terminal language semantics S G by
wherê
so that i, j denotes the subsentence of length j from position i in σ (in particular |σ| + 1, 0 denotes the empty sentence after σ = σ ). Given σ ∈ T , we have
The pointwise extension to N is
so that
The correctness of this parsing approach is proved by the following
The CYK algorithm is derived by abstracting the fixpoint definition Th. 23 of
Theorem 39
,⊆ is finite, the iterative computation of lfp⊆ F CYK G (σ) terminates whence by Th. 39 and Th. 38 so does the CYK parsing algorithm. The CYK dynamic programming algorithm organizes the computation of the pairs i, j ∈D CYK (σ) in order to avoid repetition of work already done.
Top-Down Parsing
Nonrecursive Predictive Parser
A nonrecursive predictive parser is formally derived from the prefix derivation semantics S ∂ → G of Sect. 5 by applying the abstraction
where the terminal abstraction α τ ∈ Θ → T collects terminal labels of derivations, as follows
Let us write ℘ 1 (S) Δ = {{x} | x ∈ S} for the set of singletons of a set S and let
The interpretation of the pair i, i is that in the left-to-right scanning of the input sentence σ up to position i, the prefix σ 1 . . . σ i ( when i = 0) has been recognized by a prefix derivation from the start symbol S. The stack i allows for the recognition of the rest of the sentence, if possible. Fixing the start symbol S and the input sentence σ, we have a Galois connection
To get a correct parsing algorithm, it remains 
where 
with initial state 0, . By Th. 41, parsing is therefore reduced to proving that the final state |σ|, is reachable (which can be done by computing the iterates of 
Nonrecursive Predictive Parsing with Lookahead
The nondeterminism in predictive parsing can be reduced by driving the right context in derivations (as approximated using First and Follow). We start by elucidating the rôle of the right context in derivations. 
−→ n ) the terminal right context of i . In order to approximate the right contexts in derivations by their first symbol, we define If the input sentence σ derives from the start symbol S then the right context of the stack in i, should derive in the rest σ i+1 . . . σ n of the input sentence. In order to introduce a lookahead, this can be approximated by the fact that, according to Cor. 46, the first symbol of this right context should be σ i+1 (which, by definition, is when i = n so that σ |σ|+1 Δ = ). 
Again, observe that Our presentation of LL(1) parsing differs from the classical introduction in [8] , mainly because, for practical efficiency and simplicity reasons, only the tabledriven deterministic case is classically considered.
Conclusion
Many meanings assigned to grammars (such as syntax tree, protolanguage or terminal language generation) and grammar manipulation algorithms (such as grammar flow analyses or parsers) have quite similar structures. We have shown that this is because they are all abstract interpretations of a grammar small-step operational semantics to derive sentences together with their structure. Future work should include the extension of the approach to context-free grammars such as contextual grammars [21] or to mildly context-sensitive grammars attempting to express the formal power needed to define the syntax of natural languages by tree rewriting such as (multicomponent) tree adjoining grammars or, more generally, range concatenation grammars [22] .
